
6 1 WRITING TRAITS IDEAS

Learn about 6+1 TraitÂ® Writing live and in person! The Ideas are the main message, the content of the piece, the main
theme, together with all the supporting.

Sentences vary in length, beginnings, structure, and style, and are so well crafted that the reader moves
through the piece with ease. Remember to keep the focus small. The Six Traits of Writing 1. There are tons of
ways to use it, but here is one way that always works in my classroom. Some people call this having a theme.
Have the students write 10 sentences on the topic. After all, students' writing doesn't improve by listening to
the teacher. Voice Voice is perhaps the hardest of the traits to define. I then explain that they will have twenty
five to thirty minutes to write directions explaining how to put the structure together. Pass It On! What's the
impact of the skill on the message? Editor's Marks Give each student a copy of these editing marks for 6 Trait
Writing. Mentor text reveals the skill within real-world writing. Focusing on what they know and have
experienced is always better. Pick a category, such as animals 2. Free Six-Traits Mini-Lessons Organize
writing lessons by trait Since every writing skill falls under one of the Six Traits, it makes the most sense to
organize your lesson materials and resources by traitâ€”not by writing unit. Each paragraph should have some
kind of transition so that the order makes sense. Reveal one of those objects within the lesson to demonstrate
how a large subject can be narrowed down to a smaller, more focused topic. Strong Word Choice is
characterized not so much by an exceptional vocabulary chosen to impress the reader, but more by the skill to
use everyday words well. For example, 'I ride my bike every weekend' can be rearranged as 'Every weekend, I
ride my bike,' or 'Usually, I ride my bike on weekends. Imagine a piece of writing where every sentence
begins with the word 'I'. Before writing, they should brainstorm as many specific reasons as possible that
pertain to the topic they've selected. Day 2 transitions to Try It as a writer. These small moments, as Lucy
Caulkins talks about, are critical for success. Then you have to give them lots of opportunity to practice a
technique before introducing a new one. Purpose Have you ever sat and tapped your pencil on the table or
ended up surfing the Internet instead of typing up the essay you were supposed to be working on? Prompt
Title: The Top-Three Game Overview: Students click the "magic button" until they find a prompt or topic they
feel they have something to write about. This includes precise nouns, action verbs, descriptive adjectives, and
varied synonyms. It doesn't have to be a formal minute ordeal at a "conferencing table" in the corner of the
room. Subscribe to. Smekens Education features one for K-2 and another one for upper grades. This requires
more than just showing examples from mentor text. For students, these six areas break the task of writing into
pieces so that you can focus on one part at a time. Sometimes when we compare original sentences to
rewritten ones, more isn't always better. Which is a stronger sentence--'She put the book down angrily,' or 'She
slammed the book onto the desk and huffed. Check it out! Matt snarfed the steamy, cheesy pizza. Have the
students use a highlighter to identify transitional words like first, second, finally, however, then, soon, etc.
Sometimes they don't look very carefully or listen for cars. You want to make sure your readers understand
what you are saying, and in order to accomplish successful communication, your words must be arranged in a
logical order. Successful writers do not "tell" readers things they already know; e. Each trait breaks down your
writing into easy tasks. Recognize the traits in action In order to label each compliment and comment with its
broader trait "umbrella," you will need more than a poster on the wall.


